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“

DevOps is a philosophy.
It is a set of practices,
that is used throughout
the organisation to
deliver applications
at a high or rapid
speed ”
- Mr. Sam Udoh, 2020
Finding True North Episode 16

Profile | Sam is a Platform Engineer at Novastone Media, where he designs and implements cloud native solutions utilising DevOps.
He graduated from Brunel university with a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, 2016. After graduating, he attended a coding
bootcamp which sparked his interest in infrastructure as code and automation. Soon after, Sam worked at Cancer Research UK (CRUK)
for two years as a Linux System Administrator, where he supported CRUK’s core (internal and external) web applications and Linux
infrastructure. Sam is a fitness enthusiast and loves a challenge (in technology or fitness).
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KEY VALUES I USE TO NAVIGATE MY CAREER
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PASSION

FAILURE IS NORMAL

STAY HUNGRY,
STAY FOOLISH

DISCIPLINE = FREEDOM

Does this bring me joy?

It’s okay and normal to fail, it is

Never be satisfied and push

To get to a place of freedom is

what you do afterwards that’s

yourself

through discipline

important
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PIVOTAL MOMENT

“

A failure is not always a mistake.
It may simply be the best one can do
under the circumstances.
The real mistake is to stop trying.
- B.F. Skinner (1904-1990), American psychologist

”

In his career journey so far, Sam has encountered roadblocks which could have influenced his perspective and vision of success. Reflecting
on how he transcended these roadblocks, Sam says that failures are never always a mistake. Instead, perhaps we should see failures not as
destinations but as signposts of opportunity to still progress us forward. Learning from Sam’s advice, applying lessons learnt from failures
may, in fact, help you pivot towards an even better, successful outcome when achieving a greater goal.
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WHAT IS DEVOPS?
DevOps = Development & Operations? Well, not exactly … there’s a lot more to it
DevOps is the practice of operations and development engineers participating in the entire software
lifecycle - from design through to the development process and finally through to production.

"DevOps is the combination of cultural

philosophies, practices, and tools that
increases an organization’s ability to
deliver applications and services at high
velocity”

Amazon Web Services

"It’s Product Management, Development,
IT Operations, and even Information
Security all working together and
supporting one another”

Gene Kim, The Phoenix Project
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WHAT DOES DEVOPS INVOLVE?
Executing DevOps Effectively requires ALL
teams to take shared responbility of the rapid
and safe delivery of software to the
end customer
For DevOps to be effective it needs these two
things:
1. Collaboration between teams that traditionally
worked in silos

2. Set of Practices that accelerates the process of
automating the deployment of code and
operations to release software faster using:

•
•
•
•

Continuous Integration & Delivery
Infrastructure As Code
Automation
Continuous Testing
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3 THINGS TO GET STARTED IN DEVOPS
LINUX – FLEXIBILITY & SCALABILITY

A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE – PYTHON OR GOLANG

C

CLOUD PROVIDER – AMAZON WEB SERVICES, GOOGLE CLOUD PLATFORM, or AZURE
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3 THINGS I HAVE LEARNT SINCE STARTING A CAREER IN DEVOPS

1

START PROGRAMMING AND DO NOT STOP LEARNING NEW SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

2

WORK ON PERSONAL PROJECTS

3

FAILURE CAN BE SUCCESS IF YOU LEARN FROM IT
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SAM’S RECOMMENDED SKILLS TO SUCCEED IN DEVOPS ENGINEERING

Emotional Skills & Traits

Practical Skills & Knowledge

Creativity

Cloud Provider (AWS,GCP or
Azure)

Critical Thinking

Infrastructure As Code (
Terraform or Cloudformation)

Adaptability & Flexibility

Containerisation

Continuous Learning

Linux

Decision Making

Programming

Communication

Automation
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Q&A
Sam asked…

Sam was additionally asked…
Question: What skills, technologies, and coding languages would you recommend learning first when
starting in DevOps – and are there any online resources/videos/website which may help?
Sam’s answer: I would recommend a challenge to build a 3-tier web application using the following:

•

Amazon Web Services (AWS) – a tutorial to get you started is here

•

Terraform – the beginning of a three-part tutorial series on this is here

•

Python as a language to get you started

•

Git as a free and open source tool to help you manage your software projects efficiently

You can use online resources (Udemy, YouTube, A Cloud Guru & Linux Academy)
Question: What tips do you have on how to effectively show technical and interpersonal skills at
interview?
Sam’s answer: Answer the interviewer’s questions with as much detail as you can but also be honest
and say if you don’t know the answer. It’s always good to ask the interviewer to explain the answer if
you’re not sure. I would also recommend having a repository of some of the personal projects you’ve
worked on. This will show that you passionate about technology and you have applied your skills in
various circumstances. Before all this though, it’s good research about the interviewer about the
company culture. This will prepare you to determine through the interview how the company will
support your own personal and career development.
Want more Q&A? Watch Sam’s Finding True North episode here.
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The Tech Allies Network immensely thanks

Sam Udoh

for being a guest on Finding True North!
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@techalliesntw
www.techalliesnetwork.org
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